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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Strong summer season gives a boost to bottled water sales in Hungary in 2022
Intense brand activity and demand for health-boosting ingredients drive sales of functional bottled water
Private label and affordable local products gain ground in 2022 as brands compete with special offers

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Gradual expansion set to continue in bottled water despite category maturity
Increasing health consciousness will continue to drive sales of functional bottled water across the forecast period
Decentralisation of channels will lead to slower recovery of sales through foodservice in the coming years.
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Skyrocketing prices fail to discourage Hungarians from buying their favourite carbonated drinks
Changing sugar tax from mid-2022 contributes to price increase in carbonates
Unbroken popularity of local fruit classics and discovery of new flavours is driving non-cola carbonates

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Classic flavours with a twist will offer local consumers new taste experiences in the years ahead
Package sizes will continue to polarise and environmentally friendly packaging will become more prevalent
Renewed health tax may result in new formulas of low-calorie carbonates
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Concentrates falters in 2022 despite full reopening of the foodservice channel
Powder concentrates players shift to higher-value functional varieties
Company strategies include capitalising on online media and e-commerce, and adding zero-sugar variants

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Cost-effective liquid concentrates may benefit from a challenging economic climate
The spread of soda machines will widen the availability of premium products
The future of concentrates will rely on manufacturers capitalising on prevailing health trends
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

COVID-19 prompts health consciousness among local consumers, but rising prices in 2022 slow premiumisation and volume sales
Development of high fruit content products halted by inflation, juice drinks benefit from hot summer
Active brand development and new functional products drive sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

On-trade recovery in juice in Hungary may take some time as inflation bites and tourism slowly recovers
Value for money will remain key, but premium functional juice will continue to gain ground
Packaging is set to polarise over the forecast period, from functional shots to large economy packs
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
On-the-go indulgence sales drive growth in RTD coffee, despite rising prices
Flavoured RTD coffee is creating a buzz in 2022
Local consumers gravitate towards channels offering a wide range of RTD coffee variants

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Increased price sensitivity will impact RTD coffee, slowing down premiumisation in the category
Product variety and innovation are key for future growth
On-the-go energy boosting and the convenience trend will drive sales of RTD coffee in Hungary over the forecast period
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Growth in still RTD tea continues apace, driven by competition among top brands
New fusion flavours tap into summer and winter traditional tastes
Brands and private label vie for share in 2022 by expanding reduced sugar variants in RTD tea

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
RTD tea growth will be impacted by inflation and weaker consumer purchasing power in the years ahead
Health trends and environmental concerns will be influential in product development in RTD tea
Pricing and packaging will become increasingly polarised as the high cost of living impacts consumer choices.
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**Energy Drinks in Hungary**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Energy drinks continue to march forward as favourite on-the-go boosters

Health tax hits energy boosting formulas

Channels offering on-the-go consumption excel in energy drinks sales in a polarised distribution landscape

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Constant innovation will be key to maintaining consumer engagement in the years ahead.

Energy drinks with health-boosting functionality will continue to attract consumers across the forecast period.

Zero energy drinks will become increasingly popular as Hungarians seek to limit their sugar intake
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**Sports Drinks in Hungary**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Reinvigoration of sports drinks in Hungary is hampered by rampant inflation

Reduced and zero-sugar formulas gain traction as health consciousness continues to rise

Coca-Cola faces increased competition from rivals in 2022 as brand diversification gathers pace

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
A weakened economy and cross-category competition present a threat to sports drinks. Clear positioning will be essential if players want to differentiate in the coming years. Health and wellness trends will continue to shape sports drinks in the years ahead.
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